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Welcome to the 37th Edition of theGeotechnica - the 
UK’s fastest growing online geotechnically focussed 
e-magazine.

This month, once again, we have a fantastic line-up 
of insightful and informative articles that make for a 
must-read. 

The first article of this month’s issue comes from 
Hazel Davidson of Derwentside Environmental 
Testing Services.  This month Hazel discusses 
the chemical oxygen demand test and one of the 
reagents commonly used within it - potassium 
dichromate.

Writing our second article for this month is Julian 
Lovell, Managing Director at the Equipe Group. This 
month Julian discusses Health and Safety Law, and 
how appropriate training and competence testing 
can help ensure that your site operatives stay on the 
right side of it.

The third article comes from Calum Spires of the 
Equipe Group. This month is the first in a series 
of articles from Calum that will take a look back at 
previous Geotechnica events in the build-up to this 
year’s event in July. This month Calum takes a look at 
the inaugural event - Geotechnica 2009.

Our fourth article this month is also our cover article, 
and comes from Jeff Laverack of Holmes Media, 
on behalf of geotechnical specialists Maccaferri. 

With the recent government announcement of 
£2.3bn planned expenditure on more than 1400 
flood defence projects, theGeotechnica examines 
some of the products and techniques developed by 
geotechnical engineers Maccaferri, which could help 
provide protection against future severe weather 
events.

As with every new edition of the magazine, the 
Editorial Team here at theGeotechnica will be on the 
lookout for even more new, original and interesting 
content from all corners of the sector, and would 
actively encourage all readers to come forward with 
any appropriate and relevant content - whether 
it be a small news item or a detailed case study of 
works recently completed or being undertaken. If 
this content is media rich and interactive, then all 
the better. We are looking to increase the already 
large readership of the magazine through better 
social media integration and promotion, as well as 
improving content month on month.

Finally, for any content that is submitted we will 
ensure that an advertising space, proportionate 
to the quality of content provided, is reserved 
should you wish to place an advert in that single 
edition of the magazine. We hope you enjoy this 
month’s edition of the magazine and are inspired to 
contribute your own content for the coming editions 
of theGeotechnica.

Editorial Team, 
theGeotechnica
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that intentionally releases 
a substance, unless the 
substance has been registered.  
In addition, some substances 
have been given an outright 
ban, and potassium 
dichromate is one of this 

Chemical Oxygen Demand 
(COD) is one of the most 
commonly performed tests on 
most  types of environmental 
water samples,  e.g. surface 
water, ground water, leachates, 
and effluents.  It measures the 
oxygen requirement of a water 
sample, and samples with 
high microbiological content 
or significant levels of organic 
compounds, e.g. TPH, tannic/
humic acids, alcohols will give 
high COD levels. 

Laboratories generally perform 
the determination of COD 
using prepared kits (Hach 
and Dr Lange are popular 
suppliers), where the reagents 
are pre-weighed into testing 
vials, and the analyst has only 
to measure the water into the 
tube, replace the stopper, mix, 
incubate on a hot block for a 
defined period of time, and then 
measure the colour intensity 
using a spectrophotometer.  
This is a reliable and robust 

method, and has been used by 
laboratories for many years.

One of the reagents used 
in the reaction is potassium 
dichromate (K2Cr2O2), an 
orange crystalline compound 
which is an oxidising agent and 

highly toxic.   It is acutely and 
chronically harmful to health, 
corrosive, carcinogenic and 
causing dermatitis, with an 
LD50 (causing death of 50% of 
a population) of 25 mg/kg.  It 
used to be the reagent used in 
the old police breathalyser – the 
dichromate crystals turn green 
in the presence of alcohol.

This reagent has now come 

under the scrutiny of REACH 
(Registration, Evaluation, 
Authorisation and restriction 
of Chemicals), which is an EU 
regulation taken into UK law in 
2007, although implementation 
is phased over 11 years.  It 
applies to all manufacturers 
or importers handling over 
1 tonne of a chemical per 
year, who will have to register 
and submit a dossier to the 
European Chemicals Agency 
(ECHA).  The regulation 
states that a company will 
not be able to manufacture 
or import a substance within 
the EU, or import an article 

Writing for theGeotechnica this month is Hazel Davidson of 
Derwentside Environmental Testing Services.  This month Hazel 
discusses the chemical oxygen demand test and one of the reagents 
commonly used within it - potassium dichromate.

CHEMICAL 
OXYGEN 
DEMAND: 
THE FUTURE?

“It is acutely and 
chronically harmful 
to health, corrosive, 
carcinogenic and 
causing dermatitis...”

“In addition, some 
substances have been 
given an outright 
ban, and potassium 
dichromate is one of 
this group, and this 
will become effective 
in 2015.”
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will give an under estimate 
compared with COD.

5. New technology(2) – a 
more promising development 
is instrumentation which 
measure COD in a different 
way, using a titanium dioxide 
sensor (an example is the 
PeCOD by Camlab), which does 
not use aggressive reagents 
and takes about 10 minutes per 
sample.  The unit is quite small 
and can be used in the field, but 
the main drawback is that with 
the existing kits, laboratories 
can analyse up to 100 samples 
per hour, but this new system 
will only allow 6 samples per 
hour.  Labs would have to buy 
multiple units, and costs to the 
engineers/consultants would 
therefore increase.

6. Source the kits from 
suppliers outside Europe.  This 
is probably the most viable 

option at the moment, as labs 
only import small quantities, 
but if potassium dichromate 
is banned entirely, then this 
would not be feasible.

It is therefore apparent 
that this problem will not 

be resolved easily.  At the 
moment, several organisations 
have submitted appeals to 
the EU, in order to prevent an 

outright ban, or at least allow 
more time for evaluation and 
the development of other 
methods, but the outcome is 
not yet known.  The bad news 
is that however this is resolved, 
it is likely to result in increased 
costs to the procurers of 
laboratory data.

group, and this will become 
effective in 2015.

Although the REACH 
regulations do not usually 
apply to laboratories, as the 
quantities they handle fall 
below the REACH stipulations, 
it will become far more difficult 
(if not impossible) for them to 
source the kits/reagents that 

they need.  Manufacturers, 
suppliers and laboratories are 
evaluating different options to 
overcome this problem, and 
these include:

1.  BOD (biochemical 
oxygen demand) – this is 
commonly used in conjunction 
with COD, but will always give 
lower value, as it does not 
measure oxygen demand 
in the same way, and also it 
takes 5 days to perform.  It is 
subject to much greater levels 
of uncertainty than COD, 
largely due to the difficulties 
in measuring the biological 
component and possible 
interference from nitrogenous 
compounds.

2. TOC (total organic 
carbon) – this method involves 
an analyser utilising heat and 
oxygen, UV light, chemical 
oxidants or a combination of 
these.  It will break down all 
organic material in the sample, 
and therefore will provide a 
different value than COD (or 
BOD), and may include material 
that would not have an oxygen 

demand in the same way.  
However, it will not include 
nitrogenous material, which 
may cause problems with 
BOD, but TOC is not usually 
considered to be an equivalent 
to either COD or BOD.

3. DOC (dissolved organic 
carbon) – this utilises a 
similar method as TOC, but 
is performed on a filtered 
sample, so will not include 
particulate matter or micro-
organisms.  Again, there is no 
direct correlation.

4. New technology (1) – 
an estimate of the BOD can 
be measured by fluorescence 
measurements of tryptophan 
like compounds (an essential 
amino acid associates with 
microbial activity in faecal 
material).  This test can be 
performed in real time, not 
waiting for five days, but again, 

For Sale

Comacchio 900GT, 2008, 
3500hrs on rig, brand new 
engine fitted by Deutz UK, 
patented automatic rod 
and casing carousel which 
can hold 126m of rod and 
casing, brand new UK spec 
safety cage fitted, pumps, 
welder etc. 
Excellent condition.
 
Also for sale 2008 Massenza Mi6 low hours, triplex 
pump, rod rack, etc. Excellent condition.

For further details 
interested parties 

should email 
info@geodrill-ltd.co.uk 

or call 01207 521623

“ M a n u f a c t u r e r s , 
suppliers and 
laboratories are 
evaluating different 
options to overcome 
this problem...”

“At the moment, 
several organisations 
have submitted 
appeals to the EU, in 
order to prevent an 
outright ban, or at 
least allow more time 
for evaluation and the 
development of other 
methods...”

http://www.dets.co.uk
mailto:info%40geodrill-ltd.co.uk?subject=Rig%20for%20Sale
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KeyLogbook®
digital logging solution

KeyLogbook® revolutionises the way site data is captured, recorded and 
transmitted. Drillers and engineers no longer need to keep re-entering the same 
data repetitively. You will therefore reduce errors and make the whole process 
simpler, faster, smarter, greener and more efficient. The system records all site 
data at source and transmits it directly from site, saving time and money from the 
outset.

BOREHOLE AND TRIAL PIT LOGGING SOLUTION

-     Revolutionises the way site data is 
      captured, recorded and transmitted
-     Confidence that all data is complete
-     AGS Data available immediately

-      Accurate financial control
-      Quicker, more efficient turnaround 
       of logs and data
-      Easier to maintain chain of custody
-      NEW TRIAL PIT LOGGING FUNCTION

For more information, contact Equipe Geosolutions:

info@equipegroup.com
www.equipegroup.com

+44 (0)1295 670990
+44 (0)1295 678232

Equipe Group

@EquipeGroup

EquipeGroup

FULL PACKAGE AVAILABLE 
FOR PURCHASE NOW

More information?

CONTACT US
More information?

CONTACT US

30 DAY FREE TRIAL AVAILABLE 
FOR DOWNLOAD NOW

THE WORLD’S FIRST SENSOR BASED ROTARY RIG GUARD

For more information, contact Equipe Geosolutions:

info@equipegroup.com
www.equipegroup.com

+44 (0)1295 670990
+44 (0)1295 678232

Equipe Group

@EquipeGroup

EquipeGroup

Introducing Equipe Geosolutions’ latest product 
innovation: SAFER G. Primarily aimed at land based rotary 
drilling rigs, SAFER G is a sensor-based guarding system 
that allows for increased access and productivity whilst 
operating on site, removing the need for restrictive and 
fully enclosing guarding systems. A less obstructive 
method of guarding, the sensors operate outdoor in all 
weathers and function in even the most harsh conditions 
and environments including: Rain, sleet, snow, ice and 
associated low temperatures; Sun and associated high 
temperatures; Dust, dirt (including mud, soil, gravel, 
vegetation, etc); High volumes of water, air, mist, foam and 
other flush medium. The sensors are fully encased, with 
no moving parts and ultra-robust.

THE BENEFITS OF SAFER G
• Improves rig productivity
• Improves reliability in personnel protection
• Complies with safety and machinery legislation
• Fully compatible with all rig types
• Creates a safer work environment

More information?

CONTACT US
More information?

CONTACT US

http://www.keylogbook.co.uk
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The Legislation

The Health and Safety at Work 
Act, 1974 requires employers to 
provide whatever information, 
instruction, training and 
supervision as is necessary to 
ensure, so far as is reasonably 
practicable, the health 

and safety at work of their 
employees. This is expanded 
by the Management of Health 
and Safety at Work Regulations, 
1999, which identify situations 
where health and safety training 
is particularly important, e.g. 
when people start work, on 
exposure to new or increased 

risks and where existing skills 
may have become rusty or need 
updating. The Construction 
Design and Management 
Regulations (CDM) provides 
guidance on how an employer 
should assess training needs 
and highlights that it is an 
ongoing process and may need 
to take account of other health 
and safety legislation e.g. 
confined space.

There is also very sound 

Writing for theGeotechnica this month is Julian Lovell, Managing 
Director at the Equipe Group. This month Julian discusses Health and 
Safety Law, and how appropriate training and competence testing 
can help ensure that your site operatives stay on the right side of it.

commercial reasons why 
training should be carried out 
as trained staff will carry out 
their work more effectively, 
efficiently as well as adopting 
a better culture to health and 
safety. It is important that 
training should be relevant to 
the individual and the work 
activity and environment where 
they will be working. It is equally 
as important that employers 
training budgets and schemes 
are not solely driven by health 

and safety requirements but 
also include vocational training 
packages to ensure their staff 
can work competently as well 
as safely.

Training must be provided for 
all levels within an organisation:

• Directors
• Managers
• Supervisors
• Operatives and Workers

The Health and Safety Executive 
(HSE) and legislation requires 
that individuals are not only 
trained to carry out their duties 
or work activity but competent 
to do so. They recognise that 
training alone does not make 
an individual competent. HSE 
suggest that a competent 
individual must have:

• Sufficient knowledge of the 
specific tasks to be undertaken 
and the risks which the work 
will entail; and
• Sufficient experience and 
ability to carry out their duties 
in relation to the project; to 
recognise their limitations 
and take appropriate action in 
order to prevent harm to those 
carrying out construction work, 
or those affected by the work

Assessing Competence

Training is one part of the 
competence of an individual. 
Competence can be 
assessed through on the job 
qualifications such as National 
Vocational Qualifications (S/

NVQs). These are competency 
based qualifications obtained 
by providing evidence 
against criteria established 
within National Occupational 
Standards. Professionally 
qualified people in the 
geotechnical industry e.g. 
geologists, geotechnical 
engineers, scientists may still 
be required to hold an NVQ 
if they cannot prove their 
competence in other ways such 
as Chartership or ROGEP.

Competence is not solely 
training, is definitely not an 
armful of paper qualifications 
but a combination of skills, 
knowledge, training and 
experience.

KEEPING ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF
HEALTH AND SAFETY LAW
TRAINING AND COMPETENCE

“The Health and Safety 
Executive (HSE) and 
legislation requires 
that individuals are 
not only trained to 
carry out their duties 
or work activity but 
competent to do so. 
They recognise that 
training alone does 
not make an individual 
competent.”

“These are competency 
based qualifications 
obtained by providing 
evidence against 
criteria established 
within National 
O c c u p a t i o n a l 
Standards.”

“Competence is not 
solely training, is 
definitely not an 
armful of paper 
qualifications but a 
combination of skills, 
knowledge, training 
and experience.”

http://www.equipegroup.com
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The British Drilling Association 
(BDA) have developed an audit 
scheme which satisfies the 
requirement of BS 22475-2 and 
allows clients and employers 
to assess the ongoing 
competence of the drill crew. 
Further information is available 
on the BDA website http://
www.britishdrillingassociation.
co.uk/BDA-Audit

Note
The CSCS scheme is partially 
linked to NVQs and/or 
professional qualifications but 
was principally established 
to ensure those working on 
construction sites have a basic 
understanding of health, safety 
and the environment (see AGS 
guidance on CSCS cards). CSCS is 
not a competence scheme. CSCS 
cards will be explained in more 
detail in the March 2014 issue of 

theGeotechnica.

New Entrants

For new entrants to the 
industry, it is imperative that 
employers assess the level of 
competence of the individual 
and develop training packages 
for the role that individual will 
take. Most graduate courses 
include little or no industry 
related health and safety 
training. Valuable experience 
can be gained by exposing 
the individuals to site work 
but companies must not rely 
solely on on-the-job training. 
New entrants to drilling and 
field operations should receive 
entry level training specific to 
the plant or equipment to be 
used. This would be expected 
to include who to listen to, 
where to stand, where not to 

put your hands, what to watch 

etc. Choosing suitable mentors 
and mentoring of individuals is 
also an important source and 
method of training.

It is suggested that the 
following formal courses 
should be included as part of a 
new entrants training package:

• Basic Site Safety (minimum 
one day i.e. Equipe/RPA 
IOSH Working Safely on 

“Choosing suitable 
mentors and 
mentoring of 
individuals is also an 
important source and 
method of training.”

Geophysics in Geotechnical Practice - £150 + VAT
The seminar will increase the awareness regarding the correct use of geophysics for noninvasive 

investigations, structural and geological mapping and ground modelling which can provide an in depth and 
continuous understanding of both surface and subsurface conditions and can also reduce the risk of 

underground hazards and optimise budgets.

Speakers: Dr Simon Hughes - TerraDat, Kim Beesley - European Geophysical Services

Advanced Laboratory Testing Awareness - £150 + VAT
Laboratory testing has progressed in recent years due to developments of computerised measurements 
and advances in the acquisition of data. Advances in electronics have also enabled the measurement of 

small changes in stress and strain both in and around the sample. This seminar will provide perspectives of 
these advances through the eyes of the practicing Designers, Engineers and manufacturers.

CPT Technical Seminar - £150 + VAT
An essential comprehensive training course and refresher for geotechnical and geo-environmental 

practitioners involved in Cone Penetration Testing for Onshore and Offshore Geotechnics. The course is 
devoted to raising awareness of current test procedures, advances, data derived from the tests and the 

importance of quality control.

Speakers: Dr John Powell - GEOLABS Ltd, Tom Lunne

EQUIPE TRAINING
Advanced Technical Seminars

For more information, contact Equipe Training:

info@equipegroup.com
www.equipegroup.com

+44 (0)1295 670990
+44 (0)1295 678232

Equipe Group

@EquipeGroup

EquipeGroup

NEXT SEMINAR DATE:NEXT SEMINAR DATE:

NEXT SEMINAR DATE:NEXT SEMINAR DATE:

NEXT SEMINAR DATE:NEXT SEMINAR DATE:

2nd June 2015
Sponsored by

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

28th May 2015

23rd - 24th June 2015
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http://www.britishdrillingassociation.co.uk/BDA-Audit
http://www.britishdrillingassociation.co.uk/BDA-Audit
http://www.britishdrillingassociation.co.uk/BDA-Audit
http://www.equipegroup.com/services/training/seminarbooking.html
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geotechnical sites or similar)
• Manual Handling
• Asbestos Awareness
• Avoidance of services 
including CAT & Genny
• Emergency First Aid at Work 
(EFAW)
• Driving at Work
 
Operatives and Workers

All site operatives and workers 
should have attended the new 
entrants training package and 
any additional training needs 
assessed by the employer.

All professionally qualified site 
staff should undergo annual 
safety training as well as any 
specialist training required for 
specific project requirements, 
upskilling or change of role. 
Employers still have a duty of 
care and legal obligation to 
ensure that after training, these 
individuals are competent to 
carry out their roles.

The competence of other site 
operatives such as the drill 
crew and field technicians can 
be assessed through NVQs. 
NVQs are industry specific and 
are assessed by occupationally 
competent and qualified NVQ 
Assessors. Land Drilling NVQs 
are available for the drill crew 
which should comprise a Lead 
Driller holding a Level 2 NVQ 
Diploma Land Drilling – Lead 
Driller and a Second Man 
holding a Level 2 NVQ Diploma 
Land Drilling – Drilling Support 
Operative. 

All site operatives and workers 
on construction sites must 
also hold a valid CSCS card 

applicable to their work activity 
e.g. Blue Skilled Worker Card 
– Land Drilling Lead Driller 
Ground Investigation Rotary, 
Supervisor.
 
Plant operatives such as JCB, 
tele-handler, dumper drivers 
should also have NVQs for the 
specific plant they are operating 
and also hold a valid CPCS card.

Supervisors

Most supervisors on 
geotechnical sites are 
graduates or professionally 
qualified people but as stated 
above this alone does not 
constitute that the individual is 
a competent supervisor. A Lead 
Driller will also be expected to 
act as a supervisor on some 
projects. New entrants to the 
industry will generally not be 
competent to act as supervisors 
as they will lack sufficient 
experience, knowledge and 

leadership skills. It should 
also be recognised that not 
all individuals, whether new 
entrants or not, will possess 
the skills to be able to act as a 
competent supervisor. 

Industry related supervisor’s 
training courses are provided 
in-house by some of the larger 
companies and the Equipe/
RPA developed IOSH Safe 
Supervision of Geotechnical 
Sites course is available to 
those where suitable in-house 

courses are not available. If 
employers choose to send 
staff on generic supervisor’s 
courses such as the CITB SSSTS 
then supplementary training 
must be provided to cover 
the geotechnical aspects and 
hazards of their work.

NVQs are also available as 
a suitable route to prove 
or obtain competence for 
supervisors. Level 3 NVQ 
Diploma Occupational Site 
Supervision (Construction) is 
currently the most appropriate 
qualification. BDA are currently 
working with CITB and industry 
specialists Equipe to develop 
an occupational Level 3 
qualification for drillers.

Directors and Managers

It is generally accepted that 
the roles and responsibilities 
of a Director and Manager 
are similar across sectors and 
competence again is based 
upon experience, skills and 
knowledge. It is therefore 
acceptable for Directors and 
Managers to attend generic 
training for these roles such 
as the CITB SMSTS, IOSH 
Managing Safely for Senior 
Executives, IOSH Directing 
Safely. If industry specific 
training is identified by the 
employer during the training 
needs analysis then suitable 
trainers must be identified and 
the training completed.

The Association of Geotechnical 
and Geo-Environmental 
Specialists (AGS) has developed 
a Health and Safety Training 
Standard for the geotechnical 
industry which is available on 
their website www.ags.org.uk

“All professionally 
qualified site staff 
should undergo annual 
safety training...”

Specifying Site Investigations 
This one day course will look at the various methods available to carry out intrusive and non intrusive investigation. Whilst the course will 
concentrate on geotechnical methods some geo-environmental methods will be briefly discussed. The course will look at the aims of SI and 
categorise the various stages in an investigation.

Soil Description Workshop
From 2007 new European Standards have started replacing the British Standards (Codes) under which investigations in the UK have been carried 
out. UK working practice will have to change to meet these new requirements but few practitioners are aware of the changes or the timetable. The 
workshop will comprise a series of lectures on the changes, and lectures on soil description followed by practical sessions describing soil samples.

Rock Description Workshop
From 2007 new European Standards have started replacing the British Standards (Codes) under which investigations in the UK have been carried 
out. UK working practice will have to change to meet these new requirements but few practitioners are aware of the changes or the timetable. The 
workshop will comprise a series of lectures on the changes, and lectures on rock description followed by practical sessions describing rock and 
compiling mechanical logs of rock core.

In Situ Testing
The course will cover both the theory and the practice of various In Situ Testing techniques used on typical geotechnical projects. In addition the 
courses will consider the effect that Eurocodes will have on the UK's current practice. This course provides an overview of in situ tests used in 
common practice and some of the more specialist tests together with their advantages and limitations.

Field Instrumentation and Monitoring
The course comprises a comprehensive one day appreciation of the complete process involved in Instrumentation and Monitoring in the 
geotechnical environment. The course provides an overview of the current guidance documents and their requirements. The course will consider 
the design of both individual installations and the installation of suites of instruments in the wider site contex.

Geotechnical Foundation Design
This one day course will provide a general overview of foundation design. It will include an 
assessment of the use and choice of shallow foundations and piles. It will cover the derivation of 
bearing capacity formula and their use. Exercises will be carried out to calculate the working loads 
and settlement of simple foundations. The methods used to calculate these will be in accordance 
with those described in Eurocode.

Safe Working on Geotechnical Sites
This one day course is developed by industry specialists within RPA Safety Services and Equipe 
Training as a foundation to site safety. Its aim is to impart the core safety skills required of those 
working on geotechnical sites by building on their existing specialist technical skills. After attending 
the course, candidates should be able to identify hazards on site, understand basic safety legislation, 
participate fully and confidently in site safety consultation and manage priority risks to a sufficient 
standard.

IOSH Avoiding Danger from Underground Services
Partnering with RPA Safety Services once again, Equipe provide another IOSH certified health and 
safety course. This one day course is aimed at anybody involved in specifying, instructing, managing, 
supervising or actually breaking ground and really addresses the problems and risks related to 
underground services, which may be encountered during both planning and execution of 
geotechnical projects.

IOSH Safe Supervision of Geotechnical Sites
Equipe has partnered with RPA Safety Services, an independent occupational health and safety 
specialist, to provide a unique IOSH certified course for the Drilling and Geotechnics industry. The 
three day course is certified by IOSH, is specifically focussed on the geotechnical industry and 
provides a totally unique and relevant Health and Safety course for managers and supervisors.

Visit our websites for more details:
www.geotechnicalacademy.co.uk
www.equipegroup.com

A collaboration between

CPD Approved Courses for 
Geotechnical Academy Alumni

15% off 

Equipe Courses

for Academy 

Alumni

 EQUIPE TRAINING LIMITED

CPD APPROVED

“It should also be 
recognised that not all 
individuals, whether 
new entrants or 
not, will possess the 
skills to be able to 
act as a competent 
supervisor.”

http://www.ags.org.uk
http://www.geotechnicalacademy.co.uk
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For more information, contact Equipe Group:

info@equipegroup.com
www.equipegroup.com

+44 (0)1295 670990
+44 (0)1295 678232

Equipe Group

@EquipeGroup

EquipeGroup

Geotechnica

www.geotechnica.co.uk 

8th and 9th July 2015 at the

Aarsleff
ADP Group
Archway

Atkins
Bachy Soletanche
Balfour Beatty GE
BAM Ritchies

Casagrande UK
Card Geotechnics
CH2M Hill
Chemtest
Colets Piling
DANDO Drilling
Drillwell
EC Harris / ARCADIS

Equipe Group
ESG
Fugro Engineering
GEOLABS
GeoSonic Drilling
Geotechnical Engineering
Geotechnical Observations

Halco Rock Tools
Highways Agency
HSE

Hyder Consulting
Ian Farmer Associates
Imperial College London
JKS Boyles

LBH Wembley

London Underground
Maccaferri
Massenza Drilling Rigs
MGS / FRASTE
Network Rail
Platipus Anchors

RSK Group 
Sirius

Soil Engineering 

URS

Structural Soils
United Utilities

Wilson Associates

Over 275 Companies Represented in 2014, including:

BOOK YOUR PLACE NOW

Arup HS2

Geotechnics

Soil Consultants
Listers Geotechnical

GOLD SPONSORS

EXHIBITION PACKAGESSPONSORSHIP PACKAGES
Gold Sponsorship - £5000 + VAT
- High level inclusion of company logo on marketing 
collateral and marketing campaign, including event 
advertising submissions into nationally distributed 
engineering / geotechnical magazines
- Opportunity to sponsor event lanyards, visitors 
bags and Geotechnical Conference
- Opportunity to provide flyers in visitors pack
- Your choice of any exhibition space - any size or 
location
- Full page advert in the event programme
- Logo and link on the event website

Silver Sponsorship - £3500 + VAT
- Medium level inclusion of company logo on 
marketing collateral and marketing campaign, 
including event advertising submissions into 
nationally distributed engineering / geotechnical 
magazines
- Opportunity to sponsor Geotechnical Conference 
breaks or lunch
- Your choice of any XL, Large or Double exhibition 
space
- Half page advert in the event programme
- Logo and link on the event website

Bronze Sponsorship - £1500 + VAT
- Inclusion of company logo on marketing collateral 
and marketing campaign, including event 
advertising submissions into nationally distributed 
engineering / geotechnical magazines
- Your choice of any Standard exhibition space
- Quarter page advert in the event programme
- Logo and link on the event website

BOOK YOUR PLACE NOW
www.geotechnica.co.uk

Standard Exhibition Space - £875 + VAT
- 3m x 2m Area inc. shell scheme
- Single Power Socket
- Table, chairs and tablecloth
- Link to website on geotechnica.co.uk

Double Exhibition Space - £1500 + VAT
- 6m x 2m Area inc. shell scheme
- Single Power Socket
- Table, chairs and tablecloth
- Link to website on geotechnica.co.uk

Large Exhibition Space - £1800 + VAT
- 6m x 3m Area inc. shell scheme
- Single Power Socket
- Table, chairs and tablecloth
- Link to website on geotechnica.co.uk

XL Exhibition Space - £2150 + VAT
- 6m x 6m Area w/ bespoke shell scheme
- Double Power Socket
- Table, chairs and tablecloth
- Link to website on geotechnica.co.uk

XXL Exhibition Space - £2500 + VAT
- 9m x 9m Area w/ bespoke shell scheme
- Double Power Socket
- Table, chairs and tablecloth
- Link to website on geotechnica.co.uk

Outdoor Exhibition Space - £2500 + VAT
- 15m x 15m Area
- Link to website on geotechnica.co.uk

http://www.geotechnica.co.uk
http://www.geotechnica.co.uk
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the sector to help us through 
the poor economic climate.”

Operations Director Keith 
Spires agreed, whilst also 
citing the need for a more 
relatable and open platform 
for discussion and interaction 
for all levels of the industry: 

“There were other exhibitions 
out there, but we really wanted 
to create a different show – a 
more grass-roots, personal, 
every-man exhibition that 
focussed more on collaboration 
between actual people – 
contractors, clients, suppliers 
and others – rather than simply 
a display of products and 
machinery seemingly more 
about machismo than content.”

Mr Lovell continued: “In early 
2009, we looked at what the 
Geofluid show in Piacenza, Italy 
had become; the hive of activity, 
the regular innovation and 
the admirable collaboration 
between specialists, all aiming 
to move the industries catered 
to along in a forward trajectory. 
We were told that Geofluid had 
come an especially long way in 
20 years, and although it may 
now be a huge multinational, 4 
day event – it actually started 
in marquees in a field. Perhaps 
we took that information 
slightly too literally, however 
the premise really resonated 
with us.”

As the late-summer of 2009 
rolled around, the planning 
was completed, the marquees 
were erected and the first 
Geotechnica took place on 
Thursday the 27th and Friday 
the 28th of August. With 
sponsorship support secured 
from long-time collaborators 
and supporters of Equipe – 
Geotechnical Engineering and 

Geotechnical Observations, 
the event opened to around 
400 visitors, along with 56 
exhibitors, and was received 
with widespread enthusiasm 
and acclaim. The open-plan 
nature of the marquees 
encouraged movement and 
communication from visitor to 
exhibitor, client to contractor 
and supplier to buyer – this 
premise is still evident in 
Geotechnica today.

The simple act of talking to 
one another was something 
the Julian felt was crucial to 
stabilising the industry during 

the recession: “We felt that 
the main thing lacking in the 
geotechnical industry was 
communication – we needed 
to encourage growth through 
collaboration: What can we 

In mid-2009 the UK was in the 
midst of its deepest recession 
since the 1930’s and the 
economy could to be said to be 
in dire straits. The geotechnical 
and land drilling industries 
were certainly no exception 
to this downturn in fortunes. 
However despite the suffering 
economy and sparse workload, 
a new geotechnically-focussed 
trade show, conference and 
exhibition would not be denied.

The brain-child of Equipe 
Training Limited’s directors 
Julian Lovell, Keith Spires and 
Peter Reading, Geotechnica 
was introduced to the industry 
in August 2009. Based within 
the premises of The Upton 
Estate, just outside of Banbury 
in Oxfordshire, the rural setting 
for Geotechnica was perfect 
for a more relaxed and natural 
exhibition that would help 
plant the seeds for a more 

prosperous and collaborative 
geotechnical sector.

When asked about what the 
initial vision for Geotechnica 
was as we build towards 2015’s 
event, Managing Director of 
Equipe Julian Lovell emphasised 
the need for development and 
growth within the sector as one 
of the main driving decisions 
behind the decision to create 
Geotechnica: “We envisioned 
a geotechnical trade show, 
conference and exhibition run 
by the industry, for the industry. 
We wanted to help develop 
communication, promotion, 
networking and learning within 

Writing for theGeotechnica this month is Calum Spires of the 
Equipe Group. This month is the first in a series of articles from 
Calum that will take a look back at previous Geotechnica events in 
the build-up to this year’s event in July. This month Calum takes a 
look at the inaugural event - Geotechnica 2009.

GEOTECHNICA 2009
A RETROSPECTIVE “There were other 

exhibitions out there, 
but we really wanted 
to create a different 
show – a more grass-
roots, personal, every-
man exhibition...”

“We felt that the main 
thing lacking in the 
geotechnical industry 
was communication...”

http://www.equipegroup.com
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spoke about the possible death 
of the cable percussion rig, 
Roger Chandler of Keynetix 
discussed AGS 4 and how 
it would affect systems and 
business, whilst Wesley Wray 
of Boart Longyear introduced 
conference visitors to rota-
sonic drilling. The session’s 
speakers all talked about the 
recent innovations that were 
improving on-site work, whilst 
Tom Phillips of RPA Safety 
Services and Asger Eriksen 
of Zetica discussed the need 
to improve on-site safety 
and reducing risk. Finally 
Huw Williams of Loopmaster 
discussed the use of ground 
source energy and Kevin 
Bottomley of Geothermal 
Supplies questioned the best 
practices for installation of 
closed loop systems.

At the time, some of these talks 
were ground-breaking and 
served their purpose perfectly 
– people left Geotechnica 
communicating more than 
ever – leading to discussions 
on the values of different types 
of drilling and what could be 
done to get the best out of 

each discipline. Innovation and 
progress were the buzzwords 
that helped kick-start the 
industry back into life as the 
economy began to show signs 
of growth in the UK.

Julian Lovell summarised the 
conference succinctly, whilst 

emphasising its importance 
at the time: “The geotechnical 
conference has taken on a life 
of its own in recent years at 
Geotechnica and has debatably 
become slightly more 
‘technical’. In 2009 we used 
the conference to introduce 
a lot of ideas and principles 
to the geotechnical public – 
promotion of new innovations, 
new projects and better 
practices, including increasing 
health and safety knowledge. 
In the years since we have built 
on these principles in more 
depth and technicality – but 
2009’s line-up paved the way 
for that to happen.”

Technical demonstrations of 
Geotechnical Engineering’s 
award winning Slope Climbing 
Rigs and Archway Engineering’s 

new track-mounted Cable 
Percussion rig were also key 
features of the event – the rural 
setting presenting the perfect 
opportunity to demonstrate 
the capabilities of the rigs in full 
flow.

Overall the 2009 event wasn’t 
the largest, but it was ground-
breaking and trend setting 
for geotechnically-focussed 
exhibitions in the UK. It put 
the focus on participation 
and collaboration from all 
stakeholders in the sector – 
something which the Equipe 
Group have built on in its 
wake by promoting four 
key principles for all future 
Geotechnica events, namely 
these: Communicate. Promote. 
Network. Learn.

do better? Where are we 
lacking? What innovations are 
being developed to help our 
businesses prosper? What 
projects are coming up that I 
can be involved in?

“To answer all of these 
questions, we need to talk, we 
need to communicate – we 
need to network. If there isn’t 
an easily accessible platform 
to display innovation and to 
discuss improving practices 
and standards, how can we 
move forward? That’s what 
Geotechnica was established 
to be about.”

“That is what Geotechnica is still 
about.” Keith said. “The people 
that came to Geotechnica in 
2009, and still come every 
year, are there for a variety 
of reasons. Whether they’re 
there to discover the next 
new innovation to increase 
productiveness on site, whether 
there’s an advancement in a 
certain laboratory test that is 
just being developed, whether 
they’re actively seeking a 
contractor for a tricky new 
job – we wanted to create a 
platform to answer all of those 
queries and questions easily 
and instantly.”

Along with the issue of a lack 
of communication, there was 
also an increasing need for the 
knowledge-base of the industry 
to be increased. A way in which 
Geotechnica 2009 tackled this 
issue was to include a Technical 
Conference to the event that 
covered a range of topics. 

On the first day of the event 
the conference featured talks 
on upcoming major projects 
from Paul Ebbutt of London 
Underground, Dr Ursula 
Lawrence at Crossrail and 
Mike Groves from Thames 
Water, amongst others, that 
gave a backdrop to what the 
post-recession geotechnical 
and drilling markets would 
look like. Trade Associations 
and Geotechnical Bodies were 
also promoted and discussed, 
with Stephen Booth from 
the British Geological Survey, 
Neil Smith from the AGS (The 
Association of Geotechnical 
and Geoenvironmental 
Specialists) and Brian Stringer, 
then Secretary of the British 
Drilling Association, all invited 
to speak about the role that 
their respective bodies had 
to play in aiding member 
companies in their growth.

Innovation and improving 
future practices were the 
focal point of the second day’s 
conference talks. Andrew Milne 
of Geotechnical Engineering 

“Along with the 
issue of a lack of 
c o m m u n i c a t i o n , 
there was also an 
increasing need for 
the knowledge-base 
of the industry to be 
increased.”
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Who should attend: 
Contractors Architects  Structural Engineers Designers 
Consultants Developers  Civil Engineers  Government 
Graduates Heating Specialists  Local Authorities  Drillers 

Geotechnica will provide a superb opportunity to meet old friends, learn about 
new innovations and to develop leads and build fresh contacts for new busi-
ness and future projects......and we have a HOG ROAST !!

Geotechnica is a brand new Technical Trade Show and 
Exhibition which celebrates all that is great and inno-
vative within geotechnical and drilling and appeals to all 
sectors of the industry. 

Geotechnica is supported by stakeholders from all as-
pects of our industry and will help to bridge the gaps 
between academia and industry. It is the only UK tech-
nical trade show and exhibition which celebrates all 
sectors of the geotechnical world.

www.equipetraining.co.uk 

Contact Equipe Training Limited on: 

Tel:  01295 670990
Fax: 01295 678232
Email: geotechnica@equipetraining.co.uk 
Web: www.equipetraining.co.uk

Main Event Sponsor 
27th and 28th August 2009 

at the Drilling Academy™, The Upton Estate, nr. Banbury 

Geotechnica 

Trade  Exhibits and Corporate Stands 
Exhibitors at this years event include local and national 
contractors and suppliers from geothermal, ground in-
vestigation and water well drilling, drilling rig and equip-
ment manufacturers, geotechnical and geothermal sup-
pliers, multi-disciplinary consultants, trade associations 
and clients.

Technical Speakers 
The Technical Speakers have come from the highest 
echelons of their profession and contractors, consult-
ants and clients will be represented at the event. The 
talks will be about innovations, new developments and 
new opportunities in this challenging market.

DON’T MISS THE GEOTECHNIICAL EVENT OF THE DECADE 
BOOK YOUR FREE PLACES NOW  

Technical Demonstrations 
The showground at The Drilling Academy™ provides a 
stunning location and ideal ground conditions to dem-
onstrate all aspects of geotechnical plant, equipment 
and instrumentation.  

Other Contributors
include

“Innovation and 
progress were the 
buzzwords that helped 
kick-start the industry 
back into life as the 
economy began to 
show signs of growth 
in the UK.”
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infrastructure badly affected. 

In coastal areas high spring tides 
and large waves whipped up 
by gale force winds combined 
to cause severe damage and 
flooding, particularly to west 
facing shorelines.

A year on, and £2.3bn of public 
money is being invested in 
flood defence schemes which 
is hoped will prevent an 
estimated £30bn of damage.

With the building of strong 
protective embankments and 
erosion prevention systems 
now crucial priorities, the civil 
engineering industry has its 
work cut out to address these 
construction challenges.

One company whose origins 
are in the development of 
innovative erosion protection 
and watercourse management 
products is Oxford based 
Maccaferri, part of the Italian 
industrial Group, Officine 
Maccaferri. 

Best known for the ubiquitous 
wire mesh Gabion Basket 
system, the company is a 
world leader in environmental 
engineering solutions with 
expertise in flood prevention, 
erosion control and river 
training, coastal protection, 
and other related disciplines. 
Gabions, normally used to build 
retaining walls, actually started 
life as mattress-like wire cages 

which were filled with clean 
stone and placed on river beds 
to prevent erosion. They took 
the name of the Italian River 
Reno in which they were first 
used in 1893 and have been 
known as “Reno Mattresses” 
ever since.

Since then the company has 
devised creative and cost 
efficient solutions to a variety 
of water related engineering 
challenges. Here we take a look 
at a couple of examples.

St Andrew’s Scotland

Erosion of the coastal sand 
dunes on which the famous 
St Andrews golf links in Fife 
are built risked the ongoing 
viability of the course. As the 
dunes were designated a site 
of special scientific interest 
[SSSI], Fife Council and St 
Andrews required a robust 
yet environmentally sensitive 
solution that would arrest 

the erosion of the dunes and 
prevent further retreat of the 
nearby River Eden estuary, 
without damaging their 
environmental integrity. 

A combined “hard and soft” 
solution was devised by HR 
Wallingford, comprising a 0.5m 
deep Reno Mattress revetment 
covering the inter-tidal zone 
with a 0.5m-2.0m high Gabion 
wave-wall at the crest. 

Indigenous sand was placed 

The succession of huge winter 
storms that battered the UK 
during December and January 
2013/4 wreaked havoc in 
towns and villages throughout 
the country, resulting in severe 
flooding, transport disruption 
and coastal devastation.

A year down the line, the 
question is: “Are we ready for 
whatever this winter may throw 
at us?”

According to the Meteorological 

Office reports, the initial 
weather impacts of December 
2013 were mainly due to 
strong winds across the 
north of the country. As the 
sequence of storms developed 
and the heavy rainfall totals 
accumulated the focus of 
concern shifted in January 
2014, from strong winds to 
flooding, especially in the large 
river catchment areas of the 
Severn and Thames.

Rivers, swollen by the 

equivalent of several weeks 
of rain falling over a matter 
of hours, broke their banks 
causing widespread flooding. 

So rapidly were the rises in 
water levels that old river 
management systems were 
quickly overwhelmed with 
nearby properties, land and 

With the recent government announcement of £2.3bn planned 
expenditure on more than 1400 flood defence projects, 
theGeotechnica examines some of the products and techniques 
developed by geotechnical engineers Maccaferri, which could help 
provide protection against future severe weather events.

FLOOD PREVENTION AND 
EROSION PROTECTION: 
IS BRITAIN READY FOR WINTER?

“So rapidly were the 
rises in water levels that 
old river management 
systems were quickly 
overwhelmed with 
nearby properties, 
land and infrastructure 
badly affected.”

“A year on, and £2.3bn 
of public money is 
being invested in flood 
defence schemes 
which is hoped will 
prevent an estimated 
£30bn of damage.”

“Fife Council and St 
Andrews required 
a robust yet 
e n v i r o n m e n t a l l y 
sensitive solution 
that would arrest the 
erosion of the dunes 
and prevent further 
retreat of the nearby 
River Eden estuary...”

http://www.maccaferri.co.uk
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over the revetment mattress, 
effectively hiding the structure 
beneath a new beach area. 
The revetment mattresses 
were installed on top of a 
high performance filtration 
geotextile to prevent loss of 
sand particles through the 
mattress during high tide 
conditions and periods of 
heavy wave action. The area 
soon colonised with natural 
beach grasses.

A Reno Mattress® is a 
rectangular, basket enclosure 
structure with a large footprint 
area and a small thickness, 
made from double twist 
hexagonal wire mesh. The 
Mattress is filled with stone 
on site to create a flexible, 
permeable and monolithic 
structure to be used for river 
and canal bank protection 
works.

FlexMac® DT Emergency 
hydraulic protection

Hand placed sand bags are 
probably the most recognised 
and basic tool for emergency 
flood prevention for homes 
and commercial properties. 
They are slow to fill and install 
and extremely labour intensive.
New from Maccaferri is a Gabion 
derived system which offers 
fast assembly, deployment and 
mechanical fill using locally 
available materials. 

The system, FlexMac® DT is 
a modular structure made 
from double twisted, heavily 
galvanised wire mesh panels, 
reinforced with vertical steel 
bars and lined with a geotextile 
membrane.

The geotextile lining allows the 
FlexMac DT to be filled with 
locally available bulk materials 
such as sand, general fill or 

similar.

FlexMac DT is supplied ready 
assembled but folded to 
allow easy handling on site. 
The unit opens to form three 
rectangular cells nominally 
0.5m cube, which can be 
connected to form linear runs 
of any required length.

The open base of the FlexMac 
DT cells also means that the 
units can be removed by lifting, 
allowing the fill to discharge, 
then folded away and retained 
for future use. 

Their simplicity makes them 
ideal for temporary flood 
protection, embankment 
repair and rapid-response, 
i n u n d a t i o n - p r e v e n t i o n 
wherever they are required.

To deploy and assemble a 
single FlexMac DT unit requires 
only two – three people and 20-
30 seconds. Using conventional 
hand placed sand bags, it is 
estimated that it would take 
thirty people three hours 
to construct a 10.0m long 
embankment. Using FlexMac 
DT, five people could construct 
a 60.0m long embankment in 
the same three hour period.

Software 

To help engineers model 
and assess how changes to 

channel profile and surface 
characteristics affect crucial 
flow patterns in rivers, streams 
and other watercourses, 
Maccaferri also has a free 
software package available. 

The “Macra 1” software package 
is simple and straightforward 
to operate and allows users 
to calculate flow depths in 
rivers and watercourses and 
see how altering the channel 
profile or modifying surface 
characteristics, such as by 
adding vegetation or applying 
protective measures, can affect 
watercourse performance, 
instantaneously.

Maccaferri Gabions and Reno Mattresses were used to reinforce vulnerable beach and dune 
areas adjacent the world famous St Andrews links golf course in Scotland.

Maccaferri’s innovative FlexMac DT flood protection systems comprise Gabion-derived twisted wire cages lined with geotextile 
and filled with locally sourced sand.

“The open base of 
the FlexMac DT cells 
also means that the 
units can be removed 
by lifting, allowing 
the fill to discharge, 
then folded away and 
retained for future 
use.”
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borehole surveying software

consultants

APEX DRILLING SERVICES
Sturmi Way, Bridgend, CF33 6BZ 
Tel: 01656 749149
Email: thomas.martin@apex-drilling.com

DYNAMIC SAMPLING UK
Unit 8 Victory Park Way, Victory Road
Derby, DE24 8ZF
Tel: 01332 771104  Mob: 07836 365533
Email: info@dynamicsampling.co.uk

GROUND TECHNOLOGY
Ground Technology Services, Maple Road, 
Kings Lynn, Norfolk,   PE34 3AF
Tel: 01553 817657 Fax: 01553 817658
Email: mail@groundtechnology.co.uk

GEOMEM
24 John Huband Drive, Birkhill, Angus, DD2 
5RY
United Kingdom
Tel: 01382 329 011 Fax: 01382 230 256
Email: tech@geomem.com

Directory
GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING
Centurion House, Olympus Business Park, 
Quedgeley, Gloucester, GL2 4NF
Tel: 01452 527743  Fax: 01452 729314
Email: geotech@geoeng.co.uk
RGI GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATION
Unit 37, Longfield Road, Sydenham Industrial 
Estate, Leamington Spa, Warwickshire, CV31 
1XB
Tel/Fax: 01926 886329  Mob: 07748871546
Email: rgi10@aol.com

DRILLWELL
Unit 3, Rotherham Close, Killamarsh, Sheffield, 
S21 2JU
Tel: 0114 248 7833  Fax: 0114 2487997
Email: sales@drillwell.co.uk  

GEOTECHNICAL OBSERVATIONS
The Peter Vaughan Building, 9 Avro Way, 
Brooklands, Weybridge, Surrey KT13 0YF
Tel: 01932 352040 Fax: 01932 356375
Email: info@geo-observations.com

Want 
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2012 Advertising Rates (£) - All rates are given excluding VAT.

1. Select your advert size.
    (Full, Half, Quarter Page, Directory Entry)

3. Format your artwork.
    (Adobe PDF, .jpg or .png)

4. Send your artwork to us.
    (magazine@geotechnica.co.uk,
         or contact us on 01295 670990)

2. Select timescale.
    (1, 3, 6 or 12 Months)

All adverts placed by Drilling Academy™ members will benefit from discounted rates.

TERRADAT
Unit 1, Link Trade Park, Penarth Road, Cardiff, 
CF11 8TQ 
Tel: 08707 303050  Fax: 08707 303051
Email: web@terradat.co.uk

EUROPEAN GEOPHYSICAL SERVICES
22 Sansaw Business Park, Hadnall, Shrewsbury, 
Shropshire SY4 4AS
Tel: 01939 210 710  Fax: 01939 210 532
Email: eurogeophys@europeangeophysical.
com

GEOTECHNICAL OBSERVATIONS
The Peter Vaughan Building, 9 Avro Way, 
Brooklands, Weybridge, Surrey KT13 0YF
Tel: 01932 352040 Fax: 01932 356375
Email: info@geo-observations.com

GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING
Centurion House, Olympus Business Park, 
Quedgeley, Gloucester, GL2 4NF
Tel: 01452 527743  Fax: 01452 729314
Email: geotech@geoeng.co.uk

KEYNETX LTD
Systems Park, Moons Park, Burnt Meadow 
Road,
Redditch, Worcestershire, B98 9PA
Tel: 01527 68888 Fax: 01527 62880
Email: sales@keynetix.com 

EB SAFETY
Tel: 01926 642465  Mob: 07881858271
Email: ebetts@ebsafety.co.uk

Soils Limited
Newton House
Tadworth
Surrey 
KT20 5SR

Phone 01737 814221
Fax Fax 01737 812557
Web www.soilslimited.co.uk

Geotechnical and
Environmental Consultants

SOILS LIMITED
Newton House, Tadworth
Surrey, KT20 5SR
Tel: 01737 814221 Fax: 01737 812557
Email: southwest@soilslimited.co.uk

drilling contractors

drilling suppliers

field instrumentation

geophysics

geotechnical software

geotechnical specialists

ground protection

Rapid-Install Trackways
HIRE or SALE
39kg panels easily installed by hand
Guaranteed unbreakable by vehicles up to 120 tonnes*
Tel: 0113 267 6000
Email: info@ground-guards.co.uk
Web: www.ground-guards.co.uk

* See website

health and safety
Borehole Solution LTD HQ

8 Enterprise Court
Eagle Business Park

Yaxley
Peterborough

PE7 3GR

T: 01733 685340 | M: 07969715655
W: boreholesolutions@gmail.com | E: www.boreholesolutions.co.uk
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ALCONTROL LABORATORIES
Units 7 & 8 Hawarden Business Park, Manor 
Road, Hawarden, Deeside, Flintshire CH5 3US
Tel: 01244 528 700   Fax: 01244 528 701
Email: hawarden.sales@alcontrol.com

EQUIPE GROUP
The Paddocks, Home Farm Offices, 
The Upton Estate, Banbury, Oxford, OX15 6HU
Tel: 01295 670990 Fax: 01295 678232
Email: info@equipegroup.com

CONCEPT
Unit 8 Warple Mews, Warple Way, London 
W3 0RF
Tel: 020 8811 2880 Fax: 020 8811 2881 
Email: si@conceptconsultants.co.uk

K4 SOILS LABORATORY
Unit 8, Olds Close, Watford, Hertfordshire, 
WD18 9RU
Tel: 01923 711288 Fax: 01923 711311
Email: office@k4soils.com

Rotary Drillers
We have vacancies available for experienced Lead Rotary 
Drillers, both in the UK and Worldwide.

All interested applicants, please
forward your CV to:
keith.spires@equipegroup.com

- Excellent Rates of Pay
- Conventional, Wireline and Geothermal         
- positions all available
- Onshore and Offshore
- Minimum 5 Years experience 
- and NVQ Level 2 is preferable

CHEMTEST
Depot Road, Newmarket, CB8 0AL
Tel: 01638 606 070  Fax: 01638 606 071
Email: peter.noone@chemtest.co.uk

DRILLING AND MINIPILING RIGS

BOHRTECHNIK G
m

bh

Casagrande UK
Unit 3, Botley Lane
Chesham
Bucks HP5 IXS

Tel: 01494 794990

www.casagrandeuk.com Gold Sponsors of Geotechnica 2014

laboratory services

site investigation

training and education
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Driving our industry forward...


